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We assess the sensitivity of the LHC, its high energy upgrade, and a prospective 100 TeV hadronic
collider to the Dirac Yukawa coupling of the heavy neutrinos in left-right symmetric models (LRSMs). We
focus specifically on the trilepton final state in regions of parameter space yielding prompt decays of the
right-handed gauge bosons (WR) and neutrinos (NR). In the minimal LRSM, the Dirac Yukawa couplings
are completely fixed in terms of the mass matrices for the heavy and light neutrinos. In this case, the
trilepton signal provides a direct probe of the Dirac mass term for a fixed WR and NR mass. We find that
while it is possible to discover the WR at the LHC, probing the Dirac Yukawa couplings will require a
100 TeV pp collider. We also show that the observation of the trilepton signal at the LHC would indicate
the presence of a nonminimal LRSM scenario.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.99.055042
I. INTRODUCTION
Soon after the appearance of the original works [1–3],
the minimal left-right symmetric model (mLRSM) has been
proposed to connect the smallness of neutrino masses with
the spontaneous violation of parity [4–6]. The origin of
neutrino masses within the mLRSM must be understood in
analogy with the explanation of the origin of mass within
the standard model (SM). In the SM, fermion masses are
obtained through the Higgs mechanism, for which one
manifestation is the proportionality of a given Higgs boson
fermionic branching ratio to the square of the correspond-
ing fermion mass. The Higgs boson has been discovered at
the LHC by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations [7], and
the measured branching ratio into bottom quark and τ
lepton pairs agree with the SM expectations [8].
In the neutrino sector, the situation becomes less clear
since neutrinos are electrically neutral. While a SM-like
pure Dirac mass is a possibility, the magnitudes of asso-
ciated Yukawa couplings would be considerably smaller
than for the charged elementary fermions. A theoretically
attractive alternative is the seesaw mechanism [5,9–13],
which exploits the possibility that the electrically neutral
neutrino may be its own antiparticle. Neutrino masses in the
mLRSM arise from a combination of two versions of the
seesaw mechanism, the so-called Type-I, and Type-II
variants.
If left-right symmetry is realized in nature, it will be
important to establish whether the mLRSM is at the same
level as the SM regarding the origin of fermion masses.
Soon after its original proposal, approaches for probing the
Yukawa couplings of heavy and light neutrinos were
considered. The Yukawa sector for the light neutrinos
may be in principle probed in low energy experiments,
such as neutrinoless double beta decay and oscillation
experiments. The Yukawa couplings of heavy neutrinos
(HNs) can be probed in high energy experiments through
the Keung-Senjanović (KS) process [14], which consists in
the production of an on-shell, heavy WR gauge boson
decaying into two right-handed leptons and two jets.
ATLAS latest search extends the exclusion region to
MWR ¼ 4.7 TeV for both Dirac and Majorana heavy
neutrinos. More recently, in Refs. [15–17] it was found
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that the Dirac Yukawa coupling of neutrinos (which is
proportional to the mixing between heavy and light
neutrinos) can be unambiguously obtained once all light
and heavy neutrino masses and mixing angles are mea-
sured. Therefore, this puts the mLRSM as a testable model
of neutrino masses and calls for the experimental verifi-
cation of the relation between the Dirac mass and the heavy
and light neutrino masses, the main subject of this work.
It is worth emphasizing that without left-right symmetry,
the connection between the Dirac mass matrix and the
heavy and light neutrino mass matrices is lost. This can be
explicitly seen in the Casas-Ibarra parametrization [18],
where the Dirac mass matrix is given in terms of the heavy
and light neutrino mass matrices up to an arbitrary com-
plex, orthogonal matrix, whose elements are not even
bounded. This situation contrasts with the mLRSM, since
within this framework the imposition of a discrete LR
symmetry is sufficient to fix the arbitrary orthogonal matrix
in terms of the heavy and light neutrino mass matrices (see
for instance Refs. [15–17]).
In the minimal setup, the Dirac Yukawa coupling of
heavy neutrinos are predicted to be small [15], and for this
reason all processes that probe the Dirac Yukawa couplings
are known to be suppressed. Dirac Yukawa couplings could
in principle be probed by considering angular asymmetries
in the rare channel with one right-handed charged lepton,
one left-handed charged lepton and two jets in the final
state [15]. In practice, as we shall show, this may not be
feasible with the statistics one expects even at the 100 TeV
machine. The reason is that for a large number of events N,
the statistical error goes as
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N
p
and hence the asymmetry
one wishes to measure should be at least of the order ofﬃﬃﬃﬃ
N
p
=N ¼ 1= ﬃﬃﬃﬃNp . For instance, for the mLRSM and in the
best case scenario with WR boson mass of 6 TeV, the
branching ratio of the HNs to charged leptons and one W
boson is of the order of 10−4. Hence, probing this small
branching ratio would require at least 108 signal events (S),
which is not feasible at either the LHCwith high luminosity
or a next 100 TeV pp-collider. For a complete phenom-
enological study of the two leptons and two jets channel,
see e.g., Refs. [19,20].
Consequently, in this work we propose instead that the
ideal channel for probing the Dirac mass term of heavy
neutrinos is through the purely leptonic decay
WR → l
N → lðN → l0W∓ → ll0∓νÞ. This channel
has been previously studied in the context of the type I
seesaw extension of the SM with fermion singlets in
Ref. [21] and more recently searched for by the CMS
collaboration [22]. It has also been studied in the context of
a left-right symmetric model with an inverse seesaw
mechanism in Refs. [23,24]. What is new in this work
with respect to previous studies is that first: we assumed for
the minimal model, that the decay of the HN into one lepton
and two jets (KS channel) is the dominant channel for the
minimal model and second, we take into account for our
analysis the connection of the Dirac Yukawa couplings
with the heavy and light neutrino Yukawa couplings of
Refs. [15–17]. This connection turns out to be important
from both theoretical and phenomenological sides, since as
we shall show, it makes the model more predictive. We
would like to emphasize that this is a crucial point usually
overlooked in the literature.
It provides a cleaner signal that has an advantage with
respect to the KS channel since no asymmetry needs to be
measured. Our main findings may be summarized as
follows: in order to test the mLRSM prediction for the
mixing between the heavy and light neutrinos (or equiv-
alently the Dirac mass), one must consider a next gen-
eration collider beyond the LHC, such as a 100 TeV pp
collider. On the other hand, and if one observes evidence
for this mixing at the LHC, it would point to a nonminimal
scenario within the context of LRSMs.
The discussion of our study leading to these findings is
organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly introduce the
model in both its minimal and nonminimal incarnations.
Assuming charge conjugation as the left-right symmetry for
the minimal case, we explain the relationship between the
Dirac mass matrix in terms of the heavy and light neutrino
mass matrices. This connection is crucial to obtain the
sensitivity to the Dirac mass. In Sec. III, we estimate the
sensitivity at the LHC, High Energy LHC (HE-LHC) and a
100 TeV pp collider to heavy-light neutrino mixing. We
compare the reaches of these various colliders to the
expectations within the mLRSM and nonminimal model
discussed in Sec. II. In Sec. IV and within the minimal
model, we translate the sensitivity to the heavy-light
neutrino mixing into a reach on the Dirac mass. Finally
in Sec. VI the conclusions are given.
II. THE LEFT-RIGHT SYMMETRIC MODEL
A. The minimal left-right symmetric model
The minimal left-right symmetric model [1–3] was
introduced in order to explain the smallness of neutrino
mass in connection with the spontaneous violation of parity
[4–6]. In this work we do not pursue the Oð1Þ Yukawa
couplings of neutrinos, that is, without special Yukawa
texture [25–32] or cancellation between Type I and Type II
see-saw effect [33–35]. In this case, the LR symmetry
breaking scale would be very high, such that theWR boson
and heavy neutrino will be too heavy to be produced even
in a future 100 TeV collider. Instead, we consider the
minimal framework, where we have relatively small
Yukawa couplings (Oð10−6–10−5Þ) with relatively light
WR boson mass (Oð1–10Þ TeV) and in the reach of present
and future colliders.
The gauge group and field content: The gauge group is
G ¼ SUð2ÞL × SUð2ÞR ×Uð1ÞB−L, with an additional dis-
crete symmetry that may be generalized parity (P) or
charge conjugation (C). The quarks and leptons are
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doublets in the following irreducible representations of the
gauge group:
qL ¼

u
d

L
∶

2; 1;
1
3

; qR ¼

u
d

R
∶

1; 2;
1
3

;
LL ¼

ν
l

L
∶ð2; 1;−1Þ; LR ¼

N
l

R
∶ð1; 2;−1Þ:
ð1Þ
Where N represents the new heavy neutrino states, whose
presence explain the smallness of neutrino masses on the
basis of the see-saw mechanism [5,9–13].
The Higgs sector sector of the mLRSM [5,9], consists of
one bidoublet Φ, in the (2,2,0) representation of G and two
scalar triplets ΔL and ΔR, belonging to (3,1,2) and (1,3,2)
representation respectively
Φ ¼

ϕ01 ϕ
þ
2
ϕ−1 ϕ
0
2

;
ΔL;R ¼

δþL;R=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
δþþL;R
δ0L;R −δ
þ
L;R=
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p

: ð2Þ
After SSB, the vev’s of the Higgs fields may be written
as [6]
hΦi ¼

v1 0
0 v2eiα

; ð3Þ
hΔRi ¼

0 0
vR 0

; hΔLi ¼

0 0
vLeiθL 0

; ð4Þ
where α and θL are called the “spontaneous” CP phase and
vL ≪ v21 þ v22 ≪ v2R. All the physical effects due to θL can
be neglected, since this phase is always accompanied by the
small vL.
Under the discrete left-right symmetry the fields trans-
form as follows:
P∶
8<
:
PfLP−1 ¼ γ0fR
PΦP−1 ¼ Φ†
PΔðL;RÞP−1 ¼ −ΔðR;LÞ
C∶
8<
:
CfLC−1 ¼ Cðf¯RÞT
CΦC−1 ¼ ΦT
CΔðL;RÞC−1 ¼ −ΔðR;LÞ
ð5Þ
where γμ (μ ¼ 0, 1, 2, 3.) are the gamma matrices and C is
the charge conjugation operator.
Lepton masses: Lepton masses are due to the following
Yukawa interactions (once the Higgs fields take their v.e.v.
along their neutral components)
LY ¼ L¯LðYΦΦþ Y˜ΦΦ˜ÞLR þ
1
2
ðLTLCiσ2YΔLΔLLL
þ LTRCiσ2YΔRΔRLRÞ þ H:c:; ð6Þ
where Φ˜ ¼ σ2Φσ2, σ2 is the Pauli matrix and C≡ iγ2γ0.
Invariance of the Lagrangian under the left-right sym-
metry requires the Yukawa couplings to satisfy
P∶
8><
>:
YΔR;L ¼ YΔL;R
YΦ ¼ Y†Φ
Y˜Φ ¼ Y˜†Φ
; C∶
8><
>:
YΔR;L ¼ YΔL;R
YΦ ¼ YTΦ
Y˜Φ ¼ Y˜TΦ
ð7Þ
Consistent with the above notation, the neutrino mass
matrix of neutrinos is of the form [5,6]
Lν ¼
1
2

ν Nc

T
L
C

ML MD
M†D MR

ν
Nc

L
þ H:c:; ð8Þ
where NcL ≡ CN¯TR and ML, MR and MD are 3 × 3 matrices
given by
ML ≡ YΔLvLeiθL ; ð9Þ
MR ≡ YΔRvR; ð10Þ
MD ≡ v1YΦ þ Y˜Φv2e−iα: ð11Þ
After diagonalization, the light and heavy neutrino mass
matrices takes the seesaw form:
Mν ≃ML −MD
1
MN
M†D; ð12Þ
MN ≃MR: ð13Þ
The contributions to the light neutrino masses proportional
to MD and ML are called the Type I and Type II seesaw
contributions, respectively. It follows from the seesaw
formula that the eigenstates corresponding to Eqs. (12)
are given by
ν0
N0c

¼

1 Θ
−ΘT 1

ν
Nc

; ð14Þ
where the heavy-light neutrino mixing is given by
Θ ≃MDM−1N : ð15Þ
Finally, the charged lepton mass matrix is given by
Ml ¼ YΦv2eiα þ Y˜Φv1: ð16Þ
As usual, the mass matrices can be diagonalized by the
biunitary transformations
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Ml ¼ UlLMˆlU†lR;
Mν ¼ UνMˆνU†ν;MN ¼ UNMˆNU†N; ð17Þ
where Mˆl, Mˆν and MˆN are diagonal matrices with real,
positive eigenvalues.
Charged gauge interactions with leptons: From the
covariant derivative and in the mass eigenstates basis,
the charged current Lagrangian is
Lcc ¼
gﬃﬃﬃ
2
p ðl¯LVLWLνL − l¯LΘLWLNcL þ l¯RVRWRNR
þ l¯RΘRWRνcRÞ þ H:c:; ð18Þ
where NR ≡ CðN¯cLÞT ¼ iγ2γ0ðNcLÞ, νcR ≡ Cðν¯LÞT and γ0
and γ2 are the gamma matrices and the mixing matrices VL,
VR, ΘL and ΘR are given by
VL ¼ U†lLUν; ΘL ¼ U†lLΘUN ð19Þ
VR ¼ U†lRUN; ΘR ¼ U†lRΘ†Uν ð20Þ
We may use the freedom of rephasing the charged lepton
fields to remove three unphysical phases from VL, which
ends up having 3 mixing angles and 3 phases, namely one
Dirac and two Majorana phases. Since the freedom of
rephasing the charged lepton is already used for VL, its
right-handed analog—the leptonic mixing matrix VR—is a
general 3 × 3 unitary matrix and may be therefore para-
metrized by 3 mixing angles and 6 phases.
A comment regarding the mixing matrices ΘL and ΘR is
in order: for charge conjugation as the LR symmetry,
without loss of generality one can choose UlL ¼ UlR ¼ 1,
such that VL ¼ Uν and VR ¼ UN . In this case, the mixing
matrices can be written in the form
ΘL ¼ ΘVR; ΘR ¼ ΘVL: ð21Þ
For parity as the LR symmetry, it is no longer true that
one can assume UlL ¼ UlR ¼ 1. Nevertheless, since the
Dirac mass matrix is Hermitian with a very good approxi-
mation, even in this case one can write
ΘL ¼ ΘVR½1þOðMˆl tan 2β sin αÞ;
ΘR ¼ ΘVL½1þOðMˆl tan 2β sin αÞ: ð22Þ
where the parameter tan 2β sin α≲ 2mb=mt [36,37], with
tan β≡ v2=v1, mb and mt are the bottom and top quark
masses respectively. Therefore, up to small terms of the
order OðMˆl tan 2β sin αÞ, the heavy light mixing matrices
are roughly the same for both parity and charge conjugation
as the LR symmetry.
Heavy-light mixing in the mLRSM: In the mLRSM, the
heavy-light neutrino mixing depends on the light and the
heavy neutrino mass matrices. It is known [15] that this
mixing enters in the decay of the heavy neutrino into a left-
handed charged lepton and two jets [14], and one could
measure the mixing by measuring the chirality [20] of the
outgoing charged lepton in order to discriminate this
channel from the usual channel where the heavy neutrino
decays into a right-handed charged leptons and two jets.1
Instead, in this work we point out that the same mixing
enters in the purely leptonic decay of the heavy neutrinos.
This channel has an advantage with respect to the channel
with two leptons and two jets, since no asymmetry
(chirality information) needs to be measured in order to
obtain the heavy-light mixing matrix elements. In addition,
from the experimental perspective, the backgrounds rel-
evant to the purely leptonic channel are cleaner. This
channel has been previously studied in Refs. [21,38]
including both prompt and displaced vertex for the signal
in the context of the SM extended by a fermion singlet. In
the latter instance, no heavy resonance WR is produced in
the process, which makes kinematics for the final states
very different with respect to the present work.
In what follows and for the sake of illustration, we
consider C as the LR symmetry but the same conclusions
hold for the case when the LR symmetry corresponds to P.
From Eq. (7) it follows that the Dirac mass term is
symmetric and Eq. (12) takes the form [15]
Mν ≃ YΔLvLe
iθL −MD
1
MN
MD: ð23Þ
Multiplying from the left by M−1N one gets [39]
M−1N Mν ≃M−1N YΔLvLe
iθL −
1
MN
MD
1
MN
MD; ð24Þ
M−1N Mν ≃M−1N ML − Θ2: ð25Þ
Hence, the mixing angle can be written in terms of the
heavy and light neutrino masses as [39]
Θ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ϵ −M−1N Mν
q
¼ MDM−1N ; ð26Þ
with ϵ≡ vL=vR. See Ref. [16,17] for the determination of
the analogue of Eq. (26) for parity as the LR symmetry. In
what follows and for the sake of simplifying the discussion,
we set vL ¼ 0, effectively assuming type I seesaw domi-
nance for the light neutrino masses. Notice that the choice
vL small is technically natural, as discussed originally in
Ref. [6] and more recently revisited in Ref. [40]. Finally,
1The relative strength of these two channels can be seen for
instance from the “phase diagram” of the heavy-light mixing in
the seesaw models in Ref. [32], and it is pointed out that without
special Yukawa texture the ordinary channel with heavy neutrino
decay with right-handed charged current is generally much larger
than the left-handed current.
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notice that the mixing matrix Θ (equivalently MD) is a
complex matrix, so that no issues arise due to the −1 factor
inside the square root and the fact that ϵ is a complex
quantity. In any case, this phase phase factor has no impact
in our analysis below. For a discussion of its physical
significance see, for instance, Ref. [39].
In the next section and using the above leptonic channel,
we study the sensitivity of the LHC, HE-LHC and a
100 TeV pp collider, to the mixing in Eq. (26) as a
function of MWR and the lightest heavy neutrino mass mN ,
for benchmark values of the other heavy neutrinos. Later,
from this sensitivity and using Eq. (15), one can infer the
values of MD that can be probed at the LHC and the next
generation of hadronic colliders.
B. “Nonminimal” left-right symmetric model
As explained in the previous section, in the mLRSM the
gauge group is broken to the SM group through the triplet
ΔR and the bidoublet scalar Φ. This construction generates
a seesaw mass for the right-handed neutrinos from the
vacuum expectation value of theΔR. Here, we will consider
a slightly different LR scenario, a “nonminimal” model, in
which now the LR group is broken through a doublet scalar
in the ð1; 2;−1Þ representation of G [41,42]. Adding an
extra vector of gauge singlet fermions S ¼ ðS1; S2; S3ÞT to
the particle content the neutrino masses will be generated
now by an inverse seesaw mechanism [43,44]. The inverse
seesaw scenario in the context of left-right symmetry was
studied in detail in Ref. [45]. In this section, we will only
review the most important results.
We work in the basis in which the charged lepton mass
matrix is diagonal. The inverse seesaw neutrino mass
matrix in the interaction basis for the neutral states N ¼
ðνL; Nc; ScÞT can be written in a 3 × 3 notation as:
M ¼
0
B@
0 MTD 0
MD 0 MN
0 MTN μ
1
CA ð27Þ
where MD, MN , and μ denote 3 × 3 matrices and the
submatrix μ is taken to be diagonal. Assuming the sub-
matrices MD, MN , μ have mass scales arranged hierarchi-
cally,MN ≫ MD, μ, the light neutrino mass matrixMν can
be expressed in terms of the matrices in Eq. (27) as
Mν ≃MTD
1
MTN
μ
1
MN
MD: ð28Þ
Using the biunitary transformations
Mν ¼ VLmνV†L; MN ¼ VRMˆNU†R; ð29Þ
the mass matrix M can be diagonalized into
Mˆ ¼
0
B@
mν 0 0
0 Mˆ−N 0
0 0 MˆþN
1
CA: ð30Þ
Here Mˆ−N , Mˆ
þ
N and MˆN are diagonal mass matrices with
MˆN ¼ MˆN  12 μV and μV ¼ VTRμVTR. The neutral mass
eigenstates N 0 ¼ ðν; N−; NþÞT correspond to three light
neutrinos and three pairs of almost degenerate heavy
neutrinos with mass eigenvalues mNi ¼ ðMˆNÞii ¼
ðMˆNÞii  12 ðμVÞii.2
Using Eqs (28), (29) the light neutrino mass matrix can
be written as
mν ¼ VTLMTD
1
MTN
μ
1
MN
MDVL: ð31Þ
Following the parametrization developed by Casas and
Ibarra [18] we can now write MD as:
MD ¼ MN
1ﬃﬃﬃˆ
μ
p R ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃmνp V†L: ð32Þ
Here the matrix R is an arbitrary complex orthogonal
matrix. Rewriting MN using Eq. (28) one finds:
V†RMD ¼ MˆNU†R
1ﬃﬃﬃˆ
μ
p R ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃmνp V†L; ð33Þ
which express V†RMD in terms of the low energy observ-
ables mν, VL allowing us to reproduce the neutrino data.
Notice that in practice, the arbitrariness of the matrixR is a
consequence of the fact that for the nonminimal models, the
Dirac mass matrix is arbitrary. This feature precludes a
direct mapping of neutrino data onto MD in nonminimal
models.
The mixing matrix V that relates the neutral mass
eigenstates N 0 and the interaction eigenstates N via N ¼
VN 0 can be expressed in the seesaw approximation as [45]:
V ≃
0
BB@
VL iΘL ΘL
0 − i
2
VR
1
2
VR
−
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
URΘ
†
LVL
iﬃﬃ
2
p UR 1ﬃﬃ2p UR
1
CCA; ð34Þ
where ΘL ¼ 1ﬃﬃ2p M†DVRMˆ−1N .3
2Here the three pairs of—almost degenerate—neutrinos cor-
respond to the so-called “quasi-Dirac” neutrinos [24,45,46].
3The expressions of the couplings of the heavy neutrinos to the
gauge bosons are given in [45].
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III. COLLIDER SENSITIVITIES
As discussed in the previous section, the most promising
channel for the determination of the Dirac Yukawa cou-
pling of neutrinos is the purely leptonic channel pp →
WR → l
ll∓ν. For purposes of illustration, we focus on
the process pp → eþN → eþμ−eþν (see Fig. 1) rather than
pp→ μþN → μþe−eþν in order to avoid the presence of
an eþe− pair in the final state. The final state with different
flavors for leptons of the same charge has a cleaner
Standard Model background and also avoids events coming
from the heavy neutrino decaying through the neutral
currents (for example pp → WþR → e
þN → eþνZðRÞ →
eþeþe−ν).
We study the main sources of background events (B) for
the process pp → eþN → eþμ−eþν for different center of
mass energies. In what follows, we discuss the LHC
expected sensitivity to the branching ratio of HNs decaying
into leptons at the LHC with
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV, the high
energy LHC (HE-LHC) with
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 28 TeV and a pp
collider with
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 100 TeV. We compare our cross
section results with those obtained in Refs. [15,16,47,48]
for the pp → eþN production and find agreement.
Assuming that the neutrinos in the final state cannot be
distinguished, the decay width of heavy neutrinos into three
leptons ΓðN → ll0∓νÞ is proportional to the heavy-light
mixing and it is of the form
ΓðN→ ll0∓νÞ¼ ðjðΘLÞlN j2þjðΘLÞl0N j2Þ
G2F
96π4mN
×
Z
m2N
0
dx
πðm2N −xÞðm4Nþxm2N −2x2Þ
m2Nð1− xM2WÞ
2
;
ð35Þ
where mN denotes the mass of the heavy neutrino.
4 For
illustration we assume VL ¼ VR and the indicative upper
limit on light neutrino masses
P
νmν ¼ 0.5 eV [49]. In
Fig. 2 we show the branching ratio of the heavy neutrino N
into eþμ−ν as a function of the lightest heavy neutrino (HN)
mass in the minimal left-right symmetric model. As can be
seen from the figure, the branching ratio into leptons
decreases as the heavy neutrino mass mN increases. This
feature is due to the proportionality of the leptonic
branching ratio to Θ2L [see Eq. (35)], which in turn is
proportional to 1=mN—see Eq. (26).
Another important feature is the increase of the leptonic
branching ratio as the WR boson mass increases. This
occurs because the dominant process with one lepton and
two jets has an additional suppression of MWR . The net
effect is to make the branching ratio into leptons increase
when the WR boson mass increases. Finally, the bump
when mN ∼MW is due to the transition from three body
decay to a two-body decay through an on-shell W boson.
The drop in the decay rate due to the top quark threshold is
also evident.
Regarding the processes shown in Fig. 1, we find two
issues that may affect the selection efficiency5 of the signal:
(1) the two origins of the μ−, which is an interpretation
issue and (2) the possible jet fake background:
(1) The origin of the μ−: there are two possibilities
pp → eþN → eþμ−ðWþ → eþνeÞ; ð36Þ
and
FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams for the WR production and leptonic decay N → eþμ−ν, where ν can be either a νe or ν¯μ.
FIG. 2. Branching ratio of the purely leptonic decays of
the heavy neutrino N in the minimal left-right symmetric model.
We use the indicative limit for light neutrino masses of
mν ¼ 0.5 eV [49].
4In the inverse seesaw scenario, mN denotes collectively the
pair of mass eigenvalues mN for N ¼ N.
5We define the efficiency as the number of events kept after a
given cut, divided by the initial number of events without cuts.
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pp → eþN → eþeþðW− → μ−ν¯μÞ: ð37Þ
Namely, the final state muon can be directly pro-
duced in the decay of the heavy neutrino N or it can
also be produced in the decay of the W boson that
comes from the decay of the heavy neutrino N.
Notice that the lepton flavor cannot be used to
discriminate among the two processes since the light
neutrino goes undetected.
For mN > mW, the transverse mass of the sub-
leading positron and missing transverse energy ET
system mTðeþsubETÞ may be helpful for discriminat-
ing between the two processes. In the process in
Eq. (36) the subleading positron comes primarily
from the decay of an on-shell W boson, so the
transverse mass of the subleading positron and
missing transverse energy system will have a sharp
decline around the mass of the W boson. On the
contrary, in the process in Eq. (37), the subleading
positron directly comes from the decay of heavy
neutrino N, so one may expect a broader distribution
of this transverse mass. In principle, then, imple-
menting a cut on this transverse mass near mW
should remove a significant portion of events from
the process in Eq. (37) while retaining most events
coming from the process in Eq. (36). We expect this
method will be useful for mN ≫ mW. How can one
distinguish between these two channels when mN is
near mW? One may in principle perform an addi-
tional analysis replacing the cut mTðeþsubETÞ →
mTðμ−ETÞ. Since the efficiencies for each individual
channel in Fig. 1 are different in both analysis, one
can in principle extract the individual matrix ele-
ments for each individual channel. In any case, the
main point we want to convey is that the trilepton
signal is completely predicted in the mLRSM in
terms of the heavy and light neutrino mass matrices
irrespectively on whether this distinction can be
done. Hence, in what follows we will not distinguish
the two leptonic channel in Fig. 1.
For mN < mW the decay goes through an off-
shell W boson. In this case, it seems at first glance
more difficult to distinguish between these two
contributions. In principle, one cannot determine
the origin of the muon for a single event. However,
a way to determine the proportion of μ− from
each channel by measuring a particular forward-
backward asymmetry with an ensemble of events
has been proposed in Ref. [50]. In this work, we
follow a different approach. In both cases mentioned
above, when deriving the sensitivity to the decay
branching ratio BrðN → eþμ−νÞ, we first estimate
the efficiency for each channel shown in Fig. 1 (see
Fig. 4) and subsequently compute the average
efficiency by weighting each channel with the
corresponding probability of occurrence.
(2) Since the mixing parameter ΘL may be quite small,
there may be a non-negligible jet-fake background
coming from the process pp→ WR → l
ljj,
where one of the jets is misidentified as either an
electron or a muon, since we did not reject extra jets
in our analysis. Notice that the branching ratio for
this channel is by far the dominant one. Therefore, it
can mimic the purely leptonic signal with one of the
jets faking to leptons, which may be a contamination
and decrease the sensitivity to the heavy-light mix-
ing. As discussed below, we address this issue by
implementing cuts on the missing transverse energy
ET and the transverse mass of the subleading
electron and ET system. We find that for heavy
neutrino masses mN < 1 TeV, this channel is sub-
dominant with respect to the trilepton channel.
For the signal generation, we use the extension of the
FEYNRULES package [51] for the minimal LR model used
in Ref. [52] and expanded in Ref. [53]. The signal and
background events were generated at LO using MADGRAPH
5 [54], PYTHIA 6 [55] for hadronization, and DELPHES 3 [56]
for detector simulation, using the JetFake module devel-
oped in [53]. The dominant sources of background are
found to be tt¯W, tt¯ðjÞ (with a jet faking a lepton) and
WWWðjÞ, while WZðjÞ, tt¯Z and Z=γðjÞ (with charge flip
and a jet faking a muon) are subdominant. The j in the
parenthesis means that we generated the corresponding
background with one matched jet. Tables II, III and IV
show the cut flow (see below) for the main sources of
background for this process, together with two signal
TABLE I. Selection criteria used to reduced the SM background for 100 TeV. For 13 TeVand 28 TeV we apply the
same cuts, excepting that PleadT;eþ > 100 GeV.
Cut description
eþeþμ−, no b jets and no additional leptons Signal selection
pleadT;eþ > 200 GeV, p
sub
T;eþ > 100 GeV, p
lead
T;μ− > 100 GeV Reduces all backgrounds
=ET > 100 GeV Reduces mostly tt¯ðjÞ and Z=γðjÞ
jminvðeþeþÞ − 91.2jÞ > 10 GeV Reduces mostly WZðjÞ
mTðeþsub=ETÞ < 150 GeV Enhances channel shown in Fig. 1 (left)
mTðeþeþμ−=ETÞ > MWR=2 Reduces all backgrounds
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benchmark points, for 13 TeV, 28 TeV and 100 TeV,
respectively. As already remarked, we assume the left
and right leptonic mixing matrix to satisfy VL ¼ VR.
Some of the backgrounds for this process were studied
in Ref. [22]. In our analysis, further sources of backgrounds
are included mostly due to the charge misidentification
probability that becomes more important at higher pT. We
compare our WZ and triple boson (WWW) backgrounds
with the CMS estimates from Ref. [22]. In particular, we
compare with the second last bin in the left panel of Figure
A.3 from Ref. [22], which turns out to be closer to the
kinematic region in our analysis, and find an agreement for
WZ and about half of the yield for the WWW background.
This difference is consistent with the 50% uncertainty
quoted for the estimate for triboson production.
A description of the selection criteria is shown in Table I.
We first demand that each event contains exactly two
positrons, one muon, and no b-tagged jets. Events with
extra jets that are not b-tagged are retained. Second, we
select events with high transverse momentum pT for the
leptons and large missing transverse energy ET in order
to reduce many of the backgrounds. Then we require the
reconstructed invariant mass of the positron pair
minvðeþeþÞ to be outside the Z boson mass peak, reducing
the background coming from Z → eþe− when the electron
charge is misidentified.
The next cut in Table I is on the transverse mass of the
positron and missing energy mTðeþsubETÞ. We enforce the
reconstructed transverse mass of the subleading positron
and missing energy to be less than 150 GeV. In principle, if
the momentum of the leptons are exactly reconstructed,
then mTðeþsubETÞ will not exceed the mass of the W boson.
However, due to smearing effects, the distribution of this
transverse mass is broadened. This is why we choose the
cut on this variable to be larger than the W boson mass. In
Fig. 3 we show the mTðeþsubETÞ distribution for different
masses of the heavy neutrino N1 and MWR ¼ 6 TeV for a
100 TeV pp-collider. One can observe from these distri-
butions that imposing a cut on this transverse mass can
effectively discriminate the two diagrams in Fig. 1 if the
mass of the N1 is sufficiently large. As noted earlier, this
discrimination can be achieved because the positron from
the heavy neutrino decay comes mostly from an on-shellW
boson decay in the process in Eq. (37). The signal
efficiencies are different for the two processes in Fig. 1.
In Fig. 4 we show the signal efficiency for each channel
individually as well as the averaged efficiencies with
different relative strength of the two channels characterized
by the parameter r defined below:
r≡ BrðN1 → e
þðW− → μ−ν¯μÞÞ
BrðN1 → μ−ðWþ → eþνeÞÞ
: ð38Þ
As one can see from the left plot in Fig. 4, the efficiency of
the channel shown in Eq. (37) decreases as the mass of the
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FIG. 3. The distribution of the transverse mass of the sublead-
ing positron and missing ET at 100 TeV pp-collider with
benchmark point MWR ¼ 6 TeV, mN2 ¼ 2 TeV, mN3 ¼
2.5 TeV. Different colors represents different masses of mN1 ,
the solid and dashed curves represent the events coming from the
left and right diagram in Fig. 1 respectively.
FIG. 4. The signal efficiencies for the benchmark point: mN2 ¼ 2 TeV,mN3 ¼ 2.5 TeV. The left plot shows the signal efficiencies for
each channel with different mass of WR and N1. The right plot shows the signal efficiencies for different relative strengths r of the two
channels (defined in Eq. (38), with MWR ¼ 6 TeV.
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N1 increases. This is mainly due to the cut mTðeþsubETÞ <
150 GeV shown in Table I, which helps to discriminate
between the two channels shown in Eqs. (36) and (37).
The last selection in Table I is a cut on the transverse
mass of the eþeþμ−ET system, since for an on-shell WR
boson, the transverse mass distribution is peaked at MWR
(see Fig. 5), where the SM backgrounds give a negligible
contribution. The rejection of the backgrounds was effec-
tively achieved by using the cut mTðeþeþμ−ETÞ > MWR=2
shown in Table I. In this way, most of the signal events are
kept while a significant portion of the backgrounds is
rejected. Furthermore, this cut also guarantees that the SM
backgrounds become even more suppressed when search-
ing for a WR boson with higher mass.
For the charge flip probability, we take the current
ATLAS performance in Ref. [57], which parameterizes
the flip probability P as the product of functions of η and
PT : P ¼ fðηÞ × σðPTÞ. Also we assume that σðPTÞ for
PT > 400 GeV keeps the same value as that in the bin
(200,400) GeV. For our analysis of the 100 TeV collider
reach, we use the same charge flip probability, as we are not
aware of a more realistic estimation having appeared in the
literature to date.
A comment on a possible future refinement that can be
made in the analysis and that exploits a particular kinematic
feature of the signal. For HN masses much smaller than the
WR boson mass, the decay products coming from the HN
are merged and form what it has been coined as a lepton jet
[21]. In Fig. 6, we show ΔR≡ ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃΔϕ2 þ Δη2p for the decay
products of the process shown in Fig. 1. Since ΔRðμe2Þ for
the signal is peaked at smaller values (around ΔR ∼ 5 ×
10−2 for mN ¼ 100 GeV and for MWR ¼ 6, 10, 20 TeV)
than ΔRðμe1Þ and ΔRðe1e2Þ, we see that the positron with
smaller energy is mainly coming from the HN decay. This
kinematic variable has been previously proposed in
Ref. [32]. Although we did not need to use this kinematic
feature in our analysis, it is worth to keep it in mind, since it
is one of the more distinctive topological features of the
signal in the mass range considered in this work and it may
be used to reject further backgrounds.
FIG. 5. The distribution of the reconstructed transverse mass
of WR at a 100 TeV pp-collider, with benchmark point mN ¼
300 GeV, mN2 ¼ 2 TeV, mN3 ¼ 2.5 TeV. Different colors rep-
resents different masses of WR.
FIG. 6. ΔR for the decay products of the process shown in Fig. 1. e1 and e2 refers to the harder and softer positrons sorted by transverse
momentum. We assume mN ¼ 100 GeV and plot the signal for different values of MWR .
FIG. 7. LHC reach to the branching ratio of the purely leptonic
decays of the heavy neutrino. The blue (green) line denotes the
branching ratio within the minimal (nonminimal) LR model and
the shadowed thick(dashed) regions show the reach at 5σð2σÞ, for
an integrated luminosity of Lint ¼ 3 ab−1 and center of mass
energy
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV. We assume VL ¼ VR and the upper limit
on light neutrino masses of mν ¼ 0.5 eV [49]. For the non-
minimal model we have set R ¼ UR ¼ I and μ ¼ 10−4 GeV.
Exclusion contours are obtained by using the condition
S=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Sþ Bp ¼ 2, 5 respectively.
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In Fig. 6, one can see that since ΔRðe2μÞ < 0.5, it falls
into the definition of a muon jet given in Ref. [21]. This is
in fact the same requirement of Ref. [38] and the main
discriminating features with respect to those references
are: (i) we focus on the kinematic regions where the WR
boson is produced nearly on-shell. In this case, due to the
heaviness of the WR boson, the prompt lepton from
the decay still gets much higher pT than that decay from
the ordinary W boson. This is why we set a much higher
cut on the lepton pT than in Refs. [21,38] (see Table I).
Especially for the future collider experiments, the reso-
nance peak of the WR can be seen clearly, which would be
a definite difference compare with the model without the
WR boson. (ii) At the 14 TeV LHC, most of the events are
coming from the off-shell decay where the resonance peak
cannot be clearly identified. The high value of the trans-
verse momentum cut on the lepton in Table I is still useful
to suppress the events coming from the ordinary W boson
decay, though we are not be able to confirm the existence
of the WR if there is an excess observed in the experiment.
(iii) The typical mass of the lightest heavy neutrino is
O(100) GeV in our study unlike Refs. [21,38] with
Oð10Þ GeV HN masses. This means that the signal in
Refs. [21,38] is usually displaced, unlike our signal, which
is prompt.
A. Sensitivity at the LHC
The LHC sensitivity to the branching ratio into the
purely leptonic channel is shown in Fig. 7, with the
corresponding cut flow for representative two signal points
given in Table II.6
In our calculations we assumed VL ¼ VR and set
R ¼ UR ¼ I, μ ¼ 10−4 GeV for the nonminimal model.
This choice of parameters corresponds to r ∼ 1 in both
scenarios.7 As expected the maximum reach is obtained for
MWR ¼ 4 TeV, for a wide range of the heavy neutrino
mass, with the branching ratio reach extending down to
∼10−2 at 2σ significance.
The solid blue and green curves show the expected
branching ratios in the mLRSM and nonminimal models,
respectively. It is clear that for the mLRSM, the branching
ratio lies well below the sensitivity the HL-LHC (Lint ¼
3 ab−1). This suppression with respect to the LHC reach
follows from the small values of MD=MN needed for
consistency with the observed small scale of the light
neutrino masses that imply, in turn, small values of the
heavy-light neutrino mixing angle. This suppression is not
necessarily true in an inverse seesaw scenario. In the latter
case, the smallness of the neutrino masses can be attributed
to small values of the μ parameter [see Eq. (31)] without
requiring the exceedingly small values of MD=MN
[24,45,62]. This feature can be seen explicitly in Fig. 7,
where we have obtained the green curve by choosing
μ ¼ 10−4 GeV. Therefore, we can conclude that a signal of
the purely leptonic channel at the LHC would be an
indication of a nonminimal realization of the LR symmetry.
B. Sensitivity at the HE-LHC
We now consider the reach of the proposed energy
upgrade of the LHC to 28 TeV center of mass energy (HE-
LHC). In Fig. 8 we show the expected reach at the HE-LHC
for two values of the WR boson mass. We see from the
figure that heavy light mixing can be excluded at 2σ for
heavy-light mixing of the order of 10−3 for MWR ¼ 6 TeV
and of the order of 10−2 forMWR ¼ 10 TeV. As in the case
of the high luminosity LHC (HL-LHC), the minimal LR
TABLE II. SM background processes at 13 TeV and 3 ab−1 for the trilepton signal eþeþμ−ν and MWR ¼ 4 TeV, for two benchmark
values of the heavy neutrino masses assuming ðΘLÞμN ¼ ðΘÞeN ¼ 1ﬃﬃ2p . Backgrounds ending with (j) were simulated with one matched
jet. The charge misidentification probability has been taken from current ATLAS result from Ref. [57].
Backgrounds Signalﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 13 TeV tt¯Z tt¯W tt¯ðjÞ WZðjÞ 3W Z=γðjÞ mNð100 GeVÞ mNð500 GeVÞ
eþeþμ− (b-veto) 11.8 74.9 23058 24.8 6.71 901 1293 371
PT cuts 0.325 3.75 216 0.215 2.33 5.31 825 253
=ET GeV 0.158 1.85 117 0.0761 1.06 0.0911 646 188
minvðeþeþÞ 0.155 1.82 113 0.0761 1.05 0 646 188
mTðeþsub=ETÞ 0.0582 0.743 48.4 0.0277 0.491 0 622 176
mTðeþeþμ−=ETÞ 0 7.82 × 10−3 0 0 0.0169 0 597 158
6In this analysis, we studied the sensitivity of the trilepton
signal for masses mN ≳ 80 GeV. A similar analysis can be
carried out for smaller masses, although in this case the N could
decay with a displaced vertex, as previously studied in
Refs. [48,58–61].
7In the inverse seesaw scenario different values of r ∼ ½0; 1 are
possible even if we assume VL ¼ VR. This is because the lepton
number violating process pp → WþR → e
þeþμ−ν¯μ in Eq. (37)
might be suppressed with respect to the lepton number conserv-
ing process pp → WþR → e
þμ−eþνe in Eq. (36) for μ < ΓN,
being ΓN the decay width of the heavy neutrino (see the
discussion in Refs. [45,62]).
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scenario is not expected to give any observable signal in the
purely leptonic channel, so a positive signal would point to
a nonminimal realization of the LR model. Finally and for
the purpose of illustration, in Table III we show the cut flow
for the main background processes and two benchmark
points for the signal.
C. Sensitivity at the 100 TeV pp collider
We now turn to the reach of a 100 TeV pp collider, as
shown in Fig. 9. The corresponding cut flow is given in
Table IV.
In contrast to the situations for the HL-LHC and HE-
LHC, a 100 TeV pp collider could observe the trilepton
channel for a sufficiently lightWR. As one increases theWR
mass, the range of HN masses for which the trilepton
channel is accessible decreases. From the left panel of
Fig. 9, we see that for MWR ¼ 6 TeV the purely leptonic
signal can be discovered(excluded) with 5σð2σÞ sensitivity
for heavy neutrino masses below 300 GeV(450 GeV). It is,
thus, possible that one might discover the WR boson at the
LHC (with MWR < 6 TeV) using the two lepton and two
jets channel [48] yet require a 100 TeV pp collider to probe
the HN mass generation by measuring the trilepton signal.
For heavierWR masses, both discovery of the RHW boson
and testing the mLRSM Yukawa sector would require a
next generation collider. ForMWR ¼ 10 TeV, for example,
the purely leptonic signal can be discovered(excluded) with
5σð2σÞ sensitivity for heavy neutrino masses below
260 GeV(400 GeV). Finally, for MWR ¼ 20 TeV heavy
neutrino masses up to 200 GeV can be excluded at 2σ.
Notice that from this analysis it emerges that the region
of phenomenological interest is for mN ≪ MWR, although
both HN and WR are at the large vR scale. This situation
presents no problems. Indeed, HN masses are arbitrary,
apart from direct experimental limits. From a theoretical
perspective, because of chiral symmetry, fermion masses
are technically natural, so one may choose them to be
arbitrarily light. Furthermore, there is no need of any fine-
tuning even between the type I and type II contribution to
light neutrino masses in order to have relatively light heavy
neutrinos, as discussed in Ref. [40].
It is true that scale ratios may be invoked in order to
explain why a coupling is small, and this of the case in the
GUT embedding of the mLRSM. That being said, in any
case, TeV scale LR symmetry is perfectly well motivated
theoretically and phenomenologically, as argued in
Ref. [40]. In fact, in Ref [64] very light neutrinos with
mN ∼ keV and MWR ∼ TeV, has been previously consid-
ered as the candidates of warm dark matter of the universe.
Nevertheless, it now remains up to the results of experiment
FIG. 8. HE-LHC reach to the branching ratio of the purely leptonic decays of the heavy neutrino. The blue (green) line denotes the
branching ratio within the minimal (nonminimal) LR model and the shadowed thick(dashed) regions show the reach at 5σð2σÞ, for an
integrated luminosity of Lint ¼ 12 ab−1 and center of mass energy
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 28 TeV. We assume VL ¼ VR and the upper limit on light
neutrino masses of mν ¼ 0.5 eV [49]. For the nonminimal model we have set R ¼ UR ¼ I and μ ¼ 10−4 GeV.
TABLE III. SM background processes at 28 TeVand 12 ab−1 for the trilepton signal eþeþμ−ν andMWR ¼ 6 TeV, for two benchmark
values of the heavy neutrino masses assuming ðΘLÞμN ¼ ðΘÞeN ¼ 1ﬃﬃ2p . Backgrounds ending with (j) were simulated with one matched
jet. The charge misidentification probability has been taken from current ATLAS result from Ref. [57].
Backgrounds Signalﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 28 TeV tt¯Z tt¯W tt¯ðjÞ WZðjÞ 3W Z=γðjÞ mNð100 GeVÞ mNð500 GeVÞ
eþeþμ− (b-veto) 286 882 615657 440 56.6 3139 8766 3208
PT cuts 9.93 60.0 8791 6.3 22.9 37.9 7000 2474
=ET GeV 5.18 34.1 5115 2.29 12.2 2.33 6037 2092
minvðeþeþÞ 5.00 33.6 4986 2.29 12.2 0.608 6037 2092
mTðeþsub=ETÞ 2.14 13.7 2297 0.497 5.83 0 5678 1883
mTðeþeþμ−=ETÞ 0 0.028 3.00 0 0.13 0 5555 1800
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to determine the values of the WR and HN masses if left-
right symmetry is realized in nature.
A comment about our benchmark is in order: a full
analysis, as the one performed by ATLAS in Ref. [65]
would look the cases when the HN are lighter and heavier
than theWR boson. WhenmN < MWR the invariant mass of
theWR boson can be reconstructed using the invariant mass
of the eeμET system. This is the case of interest for this
work. When mN > MWR , the cross section for the trilepton
channel is kinematically suppressed with respect to the on-
shell WR boson case, since there is no enhancement from
the WR boson peak.
IV. CONNECTION BETWEEN THE DIRAC MASS,
THE HEAVY AND LIGHT NEUTRINO MASSES
AND LOW ENERGY EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we discuss what the expected sensitivity
obtained in the previous section implies for the Dirac mass
term of the minimal model. Summarizing, we have the two
followingimportantpointsregardingtheconnectionbetween
the Dirac mass and the heavy and light neutrino masses:
(1) The trilepton search can determine the mixing
between the heavy and light neutrinos ΘL in
Eqs. (21) and (22) which, then, can be related to
the Dirac mass MD using Eq. (15) once MN is
known. The same conclusions apply for the non-
minimal setup, where the heavy light mixing is of
the form ΘL ¼ 1ﬃﬃ2p M†DVRMˆ−1N —see Eq. (34).
(2) The connection between ΘL, MD, MN and Mν is
direct in the minimal model, as can be seen, for
instance, from Eq. (26) for C as the LR symmetry.
In the nonminimal model, relating experimentally
accessible neutrino mass parameters with the La-
grangian mass parameters is far less direct due to the
arbitrary, complex, orthogonal matrix R shown
in Eq. (33).
Therefore and for the mLRSM, it is interesting to
compare the exclusion lines obtained in Fig. 9 with the
prediction one can make in this case. In Fig. 10 (left panel)
we plot the combination jðΘLÞNμj2 þ jðΘLÞNej2 given by
Eq. (15), as a function of mN together with the 2σ and
5σ significance regions expected at the 100 TeV pp
collider. We see that at the 100 TeV pp collider,
the heavy-light mixing Θ can be probed for values
as small as jðΘLÞNμj2 þ jðΘLÞNej2 ∼ 10−12. Notice that
since jðΘLÞNμj2 þ jðΘLÞNej2 ∼ 10−12 is the sum of two
positive terms one can safely assume that each jðΘLÞNμj2
and jðΘLÞNej2 ∼ 10−12 are individually smaller than 10−12.
FIG. 9. 100 TeV pp collider reach to the branching ratio of the purely leptonic decays of the heavy neutrino. The blue line denotes the
branching ratio within the mLRSM and the shadowed thick(dashed) regions show the reach at 5σð2σÞ, for an integrated luminosity of
Lint ¼ 30 ab−1 and center of mass energy
ﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 100 TeV. We assume VL ¼ VR and the upper limit on light neutrino masses of
mν ¼ 0.5 eV [49].
TABLE IV. SM background processes at 100 TeV and 30 ab−1 for the trilepton signal eþeþμ−ν and MWR ¼ 6 TeV, for two
benchmark values of the heavy neutrino masses assuming ðΘLÞμN ¼ ðΘÞeN ¼ 1ﬃﬃ2p . Backgrounds ending with (j) were simulated with one
matched jet. The charge misidentification probability has been taken from current ATLAS result from Ref. [57]. The jet to lepton fake
rates for tt¯ðjÞ and Z=γðjÞ have been taken as 10−4 universally. The NLO K-factor for backgrounds are taken from Ref. [63].
Backgrounds Signalﬃﬃ
s
p ¼ 100 TeV tt¯Z tt¯W tt¯ðjÞ WZðjÞ 3WðjÞ Z=γðjÞ mNð100 GeVÞ mNð500 GeVÞ
eþeþμ− (b-veto) 199 1.1 K 1.2 K 9 K 735 1.1 K 1.9 M 1.8 M
PT cuts 18.7 387 226 2.4 K 254 244 1.34 M 1.30 M
=ET 12.6 312 138 1.1 K 165 18.7 1.1 M 1 M
minvðeþeþÞcuts 12.1 311 136 122 164 5.19 1.1 M 1 M
mTðeþsub=ETÞ 4.42 116 65.1 22 85.9 0.344 1.1 M 0.99 M
minvðeþeþμ−=ETÞ 0.126 7.60 5.82 0.336 9.72 0.0275 1 M 0.97 M
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In what follows, we discuss how the above estimates
translate to the sensitivity for the Dirac mass matrix
elements ðMDÞeN and ðMDÞμN at the 100 TeV pp collider.
To this end, it is instructive to show the relation between the
Dirac mass matrix MD and the heavy, light neutrino mass
matrices when jðVLÞi;jj ¼ jðVRÞi;jj, since in this case the
relation is simple enough to be written in a compact
analytic form for both C and P cases. From Eq. (26)
and for C as the LR symmetry, the Dirac mass matrix MD
can be written as [15],
MD ¼ VLMˆN
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
vL
vR
−
Mˆν
MˆN
s
V†L: ð39Þ
Notice that this connection is lost for the nonminimal
models, as can be explicitly seen in Eq. (33), since in this
case there is an orthogonal, complex matrix R which
makes the Dirac mass arbitrary.
The same considerations apply also for P as the LR
symmetry where the Dirac mass matrix can be written
as [16]
MD ¼ VLMˆN
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
vL
vR
−
Mˆν
MˆN
s
V†L ð40Þ
These results explicitly show that when CP is an exact
symmetry, both LR symmetries coincide. When
jðVLÞi;jj ≠ jðVRÞi;jj, the relation between the Dirac mass
matrix and the heavy and light neutrino mass matrices
shown in Eqs. (39) and (40) is far more complicated, and
this general situation has been discussed in Refs. [15–17].
Nevertheless, even in this general case, the connection still
exists and can be found by solving numerically some
algebraic equations.
In short, the results we found apply for both parity and
charge-conjugation as the LR symmetry. In Fig. 10 (right
panel), we plot, using Eqs. (39) and (40), the values for
ðMDÞeN and ðMDÞμN in the same range of heavy neutrino
masses. We can conclude that Dirac mass terms of the order
of 10−1 MeV can be probed at the 100 TeV pp collider.
In the case the results from the experiment does not match
the predictions made by the minimal model, it would mean
that the discrete LR symmetry must be explicitly broken in
the Yukawa sector of the minimal model or that the LR
symmetry is nonminimally realized.
Finally, it is interesting to observe that if approximate
Parity symmetry is invoked as a solution to the strong CP
problem, the neutron electric dipole moment [66–69]
constraint, together with the constraint coming from the
indirect CP violation (ϵK) in the kaon sector, would set
MWR ∼ 20 TeV [70]. This scale is the same scale that may
be probed at the 100 TeV pp collider. Hence, the 100 TeV
pp collider offers the unique opportunity of finding theWR
boson at the 20 TeV scale, probing the Yukawa sector of the
minimal model and offering a solution to the strong CP
problem by invoking parity as an approximate symmetry at
higher energies [71].
V. THE TRILEPTON SIGNAL IN OTHER
BSM SCENARIOS
The trilepton signal occurs in other beyond the Standard
Model (BSM) scenarios, such as the MSSM (see for
instance Ref. [72] and references therein), the inert
Higgs doublet model and Little Higgs models. There-
fore, a relevant question is how to distinguish the trilepton
signal we study in this work from other BSM scenarios. For
instance, in the MSSM the trilepton signal comes from the
production via an on-shell W boson of a chargino and the
second lightest neutralino. Then, the chargino decays into
one charged lepton and a sneutrino, where the sneutrino
decays into a SM neutrino and the lightest stable neutralino.
The second lightest neutralino decays into a charged lepton
and a slepton, that then decays into another charged lepton
and the lightest neutralino. As in the signal shown in Fig. 1,
this signal may feature three charged leptons, but unlike our
FIG. 10. Value for the heavy-light mixing angle combination jΘNμj2 þ jΘNej2 (right) and the Dirac massMD (left) as a function of the
heavy neutrino mass, for MWR ¼ 6 TeV for a 2σ exclusion region shown in Fig. 9. We assume VL ¼ VR and the upper limit on light
neutrino masses of mν ¼ 0.5 eV [49].
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signal it has more sources of missing energy due to the two
neutralinos in the final state. Furthermore, in the MSSM the
final leptons might be predominantly tau and hence with
final jets. This is because most models based on lepton
universality predicts staus lighter than smuons and selec-
trons [72]. On top of the above differences, the pair of
charged leptons coming from the neutralino are same-
flavor, unlike the case studied in this work. This is also the
case for the inert Higgs doublet model and the little Higgs
models, since for those models there is always a same-
flavor lepton pair coming from the decay of the Z boson—
see for instance Refs. [73,74] for studies of the trilepton
signal in the inert Higgs model and the little Higgs model
respectively. These observations notwithstanding, a
detailed, comparative treatment of the trilepton channel
in various BSM scenarios (including the LRSM) and the
method for distinguishing one scenario from another merits
a dedicated future study.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have analyzed the trilepton final state
(produced via a WR gauge boson) as an effective channel
for probing the Dirac mass terms of neutrinos at hadronic
colliders in the context of left-right symmetric models. We
have assessed the sensitivity to the heavy-light mixing of
heavy neutrinos at the LHC, the HE-LHC and a 100 TeV
pp collider using the pp → WR → eþN → eþðN →
eþW− → eþμ−νÞ channel. Within the minimal framework,
the relation between the Dirac mass matrix in terms of the
heavy and light neutrino mass matrices implies that it is
possible to translate the sensitivity to the heavy-light
neutrino mixing into a bound on the neutrino Dirac mass
MD. For instance, we found that the minimal framework
would not be seen at the LHC and the HE-LHC in the
purely leptonic decays even with the ultimate integrated
luminosities. Equivalently, this means that if any positive
signal in the purely leptonic channel with the kinematic
features described here is seen at the LHC, one would
conclude left-right symmetry must be realized in a non-
minimal context.
Finally, for a 100 TeV pp collider with 30 ab−1 of
integrated luminosity, we have found that for WR boson
masses between 6–20 TeV and heavy neutrinos masses
between 80–460 GeV, the Dirac mass term ðMDÞeN and
ðMDÞμN can be excluded at 2σ up to masses of the order of
10−1 MeVandwhen either parity or charge conjugation is the
left-right symmetry. Furthermore, if the results of the experi-
ment do not agree with the predictions given by the minimal
model, the LR symmetry must be explicitly broken in the
Yukawa sector or a nonminimal realization would be present.
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